
Delivering Trusted Control Solutions for over 25 Years 

DNF to Control Dual Ingest Systems in Rio and New England 
Manufacturer provides U.S. Broadcaster with Control Infrastructure  

 for 32 Channels at each Facility 
  

Northridge, Calif. (August 2016): DNF Controls – the award-winning and acknowledged leader in 
Human-to-Machine and Machine-to-Machine interfaces, is supplying ingest management solutions to 
the official U.S. broadcaster of the world’s most viewed sports competition. The company’s device 
controllers are integral to the success of the network’s high volume recording facilities, one in Rio  
de Janeiro; the other back in the States, each configured for 64 simultaneous ingest channels.   

“An event of this magnitude must absolutely have the most reliable support and equipment 
possible,” said Dan Fogel, DNF’s chief technical officer. “With an audience of many millions,  
there’s no margin for error. We’re honored that our long-time customer entrusted us to provide  
a multi-location control solution designed to withstand the rigorous demands of high-profile,  
live television.” 

The systems, built around DNF’s extremely versatile Flex Control Network, include multiple DC21 
device controllers and CP20 Panels to manage the aggregate 64-channel configuration. Incoming 
feeds will be ingested equally between two work pods per location, with each displaying the status 
of its record channels. In addition, the entire system features a large DNF-driven LCD panel with at-
a-glance status of all 64 channels. 

About DNF Controls  

DNF Controls has been an innovator in the design and implementation of device control interfaces since 1990. The 
California-based company offers a wide range of human-to-machine and machine-to-machine solutions designed to meet 
the real-world device management needs of studio and remote broadcast, teleproduction and similar facilities. For 
additional information, please visit DNFControls.com 
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